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Greening China’s Urban Governance: Tackling Environmental and Sustainability Challenges (ARI - Springer Asia Series (7))Springer, 2018

	This volume examines how urban stakeholders in China – particularly city governments and social actors – tackle China’s urban environmental crisis. The volume’s case studies speak to important interdisciplinary themes such as new tools and instruments of urban green governance, climate change and urban carbon...
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DNA Traffic in the EnvironmentSpringer, 2019

	
		This book comprehensively discusses our current understanding of the role and biological mechanisms of horizontal transfer of genetic elements in the environment, which has been important in the evolution of prokaryotes (archaea and bacteria).

	
		Horizontal transfer of genetic elements generates variations of prokaryotes...
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Instructional Design Principles for High-Stakes Problem-Solving EnvironmentsSpringer, 2018

	
		This book examines the types of problems and constraints faced by specialists in the areas of security, medicine, mental health, aviation and engineering. Every day we rely on highly trained specialists to solve complex problems in high-stakes environments, that is, environments involving direct threats to the preservation of human...
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Methods in Rhizosphere Biology ResearchSpringer, 2019

	This book compiles various methodologies used in understanding interactions within the rhizosphere. An in-depth understanding of the rhizosphere is essential to developing successful strategies for future sustainable agriculture. The book summarizes methods and techniques used to study the mechanisms involved in mutualistic symbioses and...
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Models, Methods and Tools for Product Service Design: The Manutelligence Project (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2018

	
		This open access book summarizes research being pursued within the Manutelligence project, the goal of which is to help enterprises develop smart, social and flexible products with high value added services. Manutelligence has improved Product and Service Design by developing suitable models and methods, and connecting them through a...
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Bhagavad G?t? and Leadership: A Catalyst for Organizational Transformation (Palgrave Studies in Workplace Spirituality and Fulfillment)Springer, 2019

	
		This book shows how the Bhagavad G?t? (part of the great Indian epic ? the Mah?bh?rata) can be approached as a powerful tool for change management and as a catalyst for organizational transformation. It presents time-tested leadership strategies drawn from the Bhagavad G?t? that are relevant for today’s leaders. This book focuses...
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Web Searching and Mining (Cognitive Intelligence and Robotics)Springer, 2019

	
		This book presents the basics of search engines and their components. It introduces, for the first time, the concept of Cellular Automata in Web technology and discusses the prerequisites of Cellular Automata. In today’s world, searching data from the World Wide Web is a common phenomenon for virtually everyone. It is also a...
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Degenerative Cervical Myelopathy and Radiculopathy: Treatment Approaches and OptionsSpringer, 2019

	Degenerative disorders of the cervical spine are among the more common reasons why patients seek medical attention or consult with a spine specialist.  These conditions can lead to neck pain and/or neurological deficit that can significantly compromise an individual’s quality of life.  Despite the regularity of these...
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Astrobiology: From the Origins of Life to the Search for Extraterrestrial IntelligenceSpringer, 2019

	
		This book provides concise and cutting-edge reviews in astrobiology, a young and still emerging multidisciplinary field of science that addresses the fundamental questions of how life originated and diversified on Earth, whether life exists beyond Earth, and what is the future for life on Earth. Readers will find coverage of the latest...
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Introduction to Materials for Advanced Energy SystemsSpringer, 2019

	
		This first of its kind text enables today’s students to understand current and future energy challenges, to acquire skills for selecting and using materials and manufacturing processes in the design of energy systems, and to develop a cross-functional approach to materials, mechanics, electronics and processes of energy...
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Requirements Engineering: Foundation for Software Quality: 25th International Working Conference, REFSQ 2019, Essen, Germany, March 18–21, 2019, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science (11412))Springer, 2019

	
		This book constitutes the proceedings of the 25th International Working Conference on Requirements Engineering - Foundation for Software Quality, REFSQ 2019, held in Essen, Germany, in March 2019.

	
		The 13 full papers and 9 short papers in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 66 submissions. The papers...
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Neurourology: Theory and PracticeSpringer, 2019

	
		This book introduce neurourology as an emerging interdisciplinary area that covers the basic and clinical studies of the neural control on the normal lower urinary tract and the lower/upper urinary tract dysfunction due to neuropathy disorders. It systematically describes all aspects of neurourology from the epidemiology of the...
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